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It is the cause, not the death,
that makes the martyr.
Army Institute of Management and
Technology celebrated 'Kargil Vijay
Diwas' to remember India's war
victory and to pay tribute to Kargil
Martyrs who are the symbol of
courage and sacrifice for
safeguarding the borders of the
Country.
NSS UNIT of AIMT organized a small
online celebration to make students
aware of the sacrifices made by our
war heroes. Captain Yashika Hatwal
Tyagi, a short service commissioned
lady officer from the Indian Army
and a Kargil war veteran invited as
the chief guest speaker on the
auspicious day of 23rd Kargil Vijay
Diwas. Students assembled in the
classroom filled the entire
atmosphere with patriotism. NSS
Head boy Ratandeep singh MBA-18
gave a brief about Kargil war history
and in depth details of Operation
Vijay. Col Rajendra Pandey (Retd.)
Registrar AIMT explained the
importance of Kargil Vijay Diwas to
the students and welcomed the chief
guest in his speech.
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Captain Yashika mam then shared her
experience in her speech from joining the
Indian army in 1994, Just a year after the
Indian army started inducting women into its
short service commission to meeting Kargil
war heroes like Captain Vikram Batra and
Captain Saurabh Kalia. Through her words
the Kargil Mountains conquered by Indian
Army was displayed in front of eyes of each
and every student present in the assembly,
it was beautifully narrated by mam
depicting the Kargil war scene.
The entire session by Captain Yashika mam
made the event informative and enlightening.
It explained to the students about the
significance of Kargil Vijay Diwas and the
sacrifices of Kargil heroes.
Patriotism is a social value; the feeling of
patriotism is to be inculcated at college level
to make sure that student becomes the
responsible citizen of our Nation. In the end
Director Air Cmdre (Dr) JK Sahu (Retd)
appreciated the initiatives and efforts of the
students in his vote of thanks.

